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Introduction

This paper deseribes new links between eohomology of eategories, groupoid enriched categories,
and homotopy theory of fibres and cofibres.

For a category C with sums we introduee in (2.10), (2.15) a natural transformation of eoho
mology groups

+1 Asum ...
H n (C, D) -----.." Hn(Twist(C), D)

where Twist(C) is the twisted version ofthe eategory ofpairs in C. The eonstruction of .Asum relies
on the normalisation theorem A.9 in the appendix whieh shows that cochains ean be assumed to
respect sums. This is a new kind of normalisation result extending classieal normalisation with
respect to identities and generalising that with respeet to zero maps [5]. There are dual results
for eategories with products) yielding the dual transformation .Aprod .

Given a groupoid-enriehed category with sums we introduee the eategory of twisted homotopy
pairs whieh generalises the category of homotopy pairs studied by Hardie (8, 9]. We show that

3 >'sum ') ...
H (C, D) ---!lo-!lI Hw(Twist(C), D)

takes the dass represented by a groupoid enriched eategory to the dass represented by its eategory
of twisted homotopy pairs; see (3.15). Actually this eorrespondenee is the motivation for studying
the transformation >'sum.

Ir C is the homotopy category of suspensions) resp. loop spaees, then the associated classical
groupoid-enriched category given by maps and homotopies represents an element

termed the universal Toda bracket. This determines aB classical tripie Toda brackets in C [5].
In homotopy theory aspace is often obtained as a homotopy cofibre C(f) of an attaching map

f or dually as a homotopy fibre P(f') of a classifying map f'. Therefore it is a c1assical problem
to deseribe homotopy classes of maps

FC(J) -C(g) resp. P(f') L P(g')

and their eomposites only in terms of the homotopy classes of the attaehing maps or classifying
maps repseetively. Studying this problem leads inevitably to the theory of this paper; solutions
are described in (4.7), (5.7) where we show that maps F or F' are equivalent to twisted homotopy
pairs. This improves eonsiderably the classical method of eonstructing such maps by homotopy
pairs.

It is weil known that examples of maps Fand F' are given by 'extensions' and 'coextensions'
and that these are related to classical Toda brackets. In fact we show how the universal Toda



bracket determines such homotopy categories of maps between cofibres, resp. fi bres; see (4.8) 1 (5.8).
For this we use the transformation >'surn, resp. >'prod, aod the result that maps between cofibres
or fibres can be constructed by twisted homotopy pairs.

1 - Cohomology of categories

Recall from [1, 4] that the category 0/ faetorisations FC on a category C is the category with
objects the morphisms f : A -+ X of C and morphisms (0', ß) : / -+ 9 the 'factorisations' given
by commutative diagrams

with the composi tion (0', ß)(0", ß') = (aal, ßIß). A natural system D on C is then a functor from
FC to the category of abelian groups. \Ve write DJ for the abelian group D(f) and 0'., ß· for
the induced homomorphisms

given by D(a,l) and D(l,ß) respectively.
Ir D is a natural system on a category C recall that the cohomology of C with coefficients in

D is deftned as fallows. First let Ner(C) be the simplicial nerve of C, given in dimension n 2: 1
by the set of all sequences U = (U1, ... , Un)

of n composable morphisms in C, and in dimension 0 by Ob(C). The face mapa are defined by

do(u) = (U2,"" un )

dk(u) = (U1, ,UkUk+l, ... ,Un )

dn(u) (U1, ,Un -t)

and the degeneracies by insertion of identities. \Ve will write lul for the composite Ul ... Uo ' Now
let p. = F-(C, D) be the cochain complex with pn the abelian group of aH functions

Ner( C)n __c_.... U{Dg : 9 E Mor( C)}

with cu E Dlal' Addition in po is defined pointwise, and the coboundary 6 pn-l -1- po IS

defined by
n-1

(6c)u = (ud_c(dou) + L(-l)ic(diu) + (-l)O(unrc(dou)
i;l

Then the cohomology groups of C with coefficients in D are defined by

for n 2: O. An equivalence of categories 4J : K -+ C induces by [4] an isomorphism of cohomology
grollps:
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A sum (or coproduct) of objects Xk, 1 ~ k ~ r, in a category C is an object X = Xl V ... V X r

of C together with morphisms ik : X k ~ X such that pre-composition by the i k induces natural
bijections of horn-sets

Some applications of the cohomology of categories may be found in [7, 10, 11, 12].

Definition 1.1 Suppose D is a natural system on a category C. Let (X, i) be a surn in C and
I : X ~ Y a morphism of C. There are homomorphisms

which define a homomorphism

i· CD
DJ---...... WDJi"

k=l

by (i· a)k = i.~ (a). We say D is compatible with sums if i* is an isomorphism of groups for each
such morphism I of C and sum diagram (X, i).

In the appendix we will show that the cohomology H"(C, D) admits a "normalisation theorem"
in the case that D is compatible with sums.

2 Pairs, twisted pairs and the natural transformation A

Let C be a category with finite sums, that is, with binary sums A V Band an initial object *.
Suppose that * is also a terminal object. For objects A, B of C the zero morphism °= OAB :

A ~ B is given by A --+ * -+ B. For I : A -+ X, 9 : B -+ X we write (/,g) : A vB --+ X for the
unique morphism with (I, g)iA =I and (I, 9);B =g.

Definition 2.1 A morphism ~ : A -+ X V Y in C is trivial on Y if the composite (0, 1)~ : A --+
X V Y --+ Y is the zero morphism.

~
A )0 XvY

~l(O'l)
y

In particular the composite ix( : A -+ X --+ X V Y is trivial on Y for every morphism ( : A --+ X
ofC.

Definition 2.2 The twisted pair category Twist(C) on C is the category with objects the mor
phisms I of C and morphisms (~, 7]) : 1--+ 9 given by commutative diagrams

€
A----... XVY

f 1 1(g, 1)

TJ
B----">'~ Y

where € is trivial on },.. Composition is defined by
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where ~ : A v B --+ X V Y is given by (~, iyTJ). One readily checks that this is a well-defined
category. In fact an alternative description of the morphisms f --+ 9 of Twist(C) is given by pairs
of commutative diagrams

B
1]

~ y

iB1
~

1il'

~
AVB ~ X v}' AVB ~ XVY

(0, 1)1
Tl

1(0,1) (1,1)1
Tl

1(g, 1)

B "1' B ,. l'

with the composition given by horizontal comp?sition of these diagrams.

Definition 2.3 A natural system D on C is said to be strongly compatible with sums if D is
compatible with sums and has the following additional properties:

1. for each t. : A --+ X V l' in C which is trivial on 1', the homomorphism (O, 1). : D(~) --+
D(OAY) is surjective; we write D(~h for the kernel.

(0 , 1).
D(~h ('----_J D(~) ---.;.... D(OA1')

2. for each sum X V l' and each morphism ( : A --+ X in C, the homomorphism (ix). : D«() --+
D(ix() has image D(ix (h·

Example 2.4 The natural system D E used in (4.4) is strongly compatible with sums since the
homomorphisms

g.
DE(f) = (EX, 1'J--.... DE(gf) = [EX, Z]

are defined simply by a t-+ ga.

A natural system D on C defines a natural system jj on the category Twist(C) of twisted
pai rs as follows. For morphisms (€) 7]) : f --+ 9 of Twist( C) consider the subgroup

and define B(€ l T}) to be the quotient

(2.5)

For a E D(Tlf) we write [al E jj(~, Tl) for the corresponding coset.
Consider morphisms (~) 7]L (e) 7]') of Twist(Cl, with composite (~e) 1]7]').

X o V Yo .-
t.

Xl V 1'1 ..
e

Xz

(2.6) (10,1)1 (h, 1) 1
1"

1'0 '(
Tl

Yl .-
1]'

Yz
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Lemma 2.7 Suppose D is eam patible wi th sums and a E D(TJ(ft , 1)) satisfies ix1 (a) = O. Then

e"(a) E (10, l) ..D(~eb·

Proof:
Then

Let b = iY1 (a) E D(TJ) and let b' E D(~) correspond to (01 (iyo) .. b) E D(~) EB D(iYoTJ).

(lo,l)"b' = a E D((lo,1)~) = D(TJ(ft,l))

since they agree under ix1 and i}~l' Furthermore

(O,l) .. b' = (O,l)'"b E D((O,1)~) =' D(TJ(O, 1))

Thus e"(a) =(!o,l) .. (e"b') with (0, l).(e"b') =e"(O,l)"b = 0 since e is trivial on Yl. 0

For morphisms (K, p) : A V B --+ Y in C we write nl for the monomorphism

Proposition 2.8 Suppose D is compatible with sums. Then the groups D(€, TJ) and the induced
homomorphisms

(~, TJ),,: D(e, Tl) --+ B(€~', TJry') , [a]..-+ [TJ.a]

(e, TJ')": D(~, 1]) --+ D(~€" 1]1]'), [al ..-+ [€'" nda)J

form a well-defined natural system on the category Twist(C).

Proof: The only part which is not straight-forward is showing that (€' ,1]')" takes the subgroup
li D(1]) to zero. Let b E D(1]) and let

a = ndj;b) - (ft, l)'"b E D(ry(ft, 1))

Then e"(ftl 1)"b = J:i.1]'''b E li D(1]ry'). Also iX1a =0 and so we have e"(a) E (jo,1).D(~€'h by
lemma 2.7. Thus

is zero in the quotient as required. 0

If D is strongly compatible with sums then the groups fj(~,1]) have the following alternative
description. Consider the subgroup

(0· EB f·) D(TJ) + ((0,1)" EB (9, 1),,) D(~) ~ D(OAY) EB D(TJf)

Then fj (~, TJ) is giyen by the quotient

(2.9) B(~,TJ) =
D(OAY) EB D(TJf)

(0· EB f·) D(TJ) + ((011)" EB (9,1),,) D(~)

Since O· = 0 and (0,1). : D(€) --+ D(OAY) is onto this agrees with the definition in (2.5). For an
element (b' I b) E D( 0A Y ) EB D( TJ f) we wri te [b', b] E jj (~ , TJ) for the corresponding element of the
quotient.

\Ve can now state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 2.10 Suppose D is a natural system on C which is strongly compatible with sums.
Then there is a well-defined natural transformation

1 Asum ......
Hn+ (C, D) ---.J Hn(Twist(C), D)

given by (2.11) below.
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There are homomorphisms

+1 Asum .....
F n (C, D) ------..~ Fn(Twist(C), D)

for"n 2: 0 defined as folIows. For (j E Ner(Twist(C))11 given by (~i, 1Ji): 1i ~ li-Il 1i: Xi ~ Yi, one
has (n + 1)-simplices Aj(j E Ner(C) with IAi(j1 =Tl1 ... 1111111 : X n ~ Yo by

Simplices AiO' with IAiO'I = 0 : X I1 ~ Yo are defined similarly by replacing the 1i by 0 : Xi ~ li.
Then for Cn+l an (n + l)-cochain on C we define an n-cochain Asum (c l1+d on Twist(C) by

(2.11)

where we use the definition of Din (2.9).

The pair category Pair(C) on C is the category with objects the morphisms 1 of C and
morphisms 1 ~ 9 given by pairs of morphisms (C Tl) such that g( = Tl/. There is an indusion

(2.12) Pair(C) c'-_---+-_ Twist(C)

which is the identity on objects and takes (C 11) to (ixC 11). Recall from [3] that a natural system
D on C induces a natural system D# on Pair(C) with

and that there is a natural transformation

H"+ 1 (C, D) __A__.. H"(Pair(C), D#)

Proposition 2.13 Suppose D is strongly compatible with sums. Then there is a weIl defined
natural isomorphism of natural systems

induced by the identity on D.

Proof: For (C 71) in Pair(C) we have

(L" D)(C 1]) = D(ixC 71) = D(TlJ) / r" D(71) + (g,I).D(ix(h

But as D(ix(b =(ix ).D(() we have (g, 1).D(ix(b =g.D(() and the result follows. 0

\Ve thus have a natural homomorphism between cohomology groups

(2.14) t .. r·
Hn(Twist(CL D) -----+-. Hn(Pair(CL D#)

As an addendum to theorem 2.10 we have
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Addendum 2.15 If D is strongly compatible with sums then the natural transformation..\ factors
through A!lum 1 as shown in the following diagram:

HO(Pair(C), D#)

The intricate proof in the appendix of theorem 2.10 and its addendum requires the normalisa
tion theorem A.9. In the foIIowing section we describe various topological interpretations of the
natural transformation ..\sum.

3 Homotopy pairs and twisted homotopy pairs

A track category

T---...: K p ,. C

is a groupoid-enriched category TK together with a funetor p : K -+ C whieh is the identity on
objects, is fuII , and satisfies p(f) = p(g) on morphisms if and only if T(f, g) is non-empty. Here
T(f,g) is the set of 2-morphisms f ~ 9 for f,g : A -4 B in K. The eategory C is termed the
quotient eategory of TK, and is also denoted by K/ ::::.

Example 3.1 Let I be the unit interval in the category Top* of pointed topological spaces. For
X a pointed space, let I X = I x X/I x {*} be the reduced eylinder on X. For maps f, 9 : X --+ Y
in Top· let

T(f, g) = [1X, YJ(f,g)

be the set of homotopy classes rel. X V X of maps H : IX --+ Y with

(1,9) = H(io, id : X V X -+ IX --+ Y

This defines a track category

T ======~: Top·

with quotient category the homotopy category of pointed topological spaces.

Let TK be a track eategory with quotient category C. For eaeh morphism f of C we choose a
fixed morphism 1in K with p(l) = f. Reeall from [8J that the category Hopair(TK) of homotopy
pairs in TI( is the eategory with objects the morphisms f of C aod morphisms {C TJ, H} : f ~ 9
given by equivalence classes of 3-tuples ((, 7l, H) with H E T(TJ1, g(). The equivalenee relation on
the morphisms is defined by ((, 7l, H) -- ((', TJ', Hf) if there exist tracks GI E T( (, ('), G 2 E T( TJ' J TJ)
such that H' is the composite track (f

~

~\ ~'}
B TJ ~ Y

~
71'
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J\'loreover applying the functor p : K -r C to a morphism in Hopair(TK) gives a commutative
diagram in C, and we have a functor

(3.2) p
Hopair(TK) ---.... Pair(C)

which is the identity on objects and is full.
\Ve now generalise this to twisted pairs, under certain conditions on TK. We assurne that

finite sums exist in K and C and are preserved by p, and that * is both initial and terminal in K
and C.

Definition 3.3 The track structure of TK is compatible with sums if for each sum A V B in K
the induced groupoid homomorphism

is an isomorphism, and if the groupoids TK(*, X) and TK(X, *) are just the trivial group.
For morphisms f, l' : A -r X, g, g' : B -r X in K and tracks G E T(f, f'), H E T(g, g') we

wri te (G, H) E TK (A VB, X) for the corresponding track from (f, g) to (f', g').

Definition 3.4 Let TK be a track category compatible with sums, with C the corresponding
quotient category. The category Hotwist(TK) of twisted homotopy pairs in TK is the category
with objects the morphisms f of C, and morphisms {~, 77, Ho, H} : f -r 9 the equivalence classes
of 4-tupies (~, TJ , Ho, H) giyen by morphisms ~, TJ of K and tracks Ho, H as shown in the following
diagrams

~
)0 XVY

H 1e9", 1)

TJ
.. YB-----..

A
~

)XVY

(3.5)

°1
Ho 1(0,1)

* )0 y
0

The equivalence relation on such 4-tuples is defined by (~, TJ, Ho, 1I) <'J (~', TJ', Hb, Hf) if there exist
tracks GI E T(~,e), G2 E T(TJf, TJ) such that Hb, H' are the composite tracks

e
~

A ~ 'XVY

01 Ho: 1(0,1)

*----..,...) Y"
o

(3.6)

respectively.
Since the track structure is compatible with sums we can equivalently define the morphisms

via the diagrams

AVB
(~, i y TI)

~ X V}J" AVB
(~,iY7])

• XVY

(0, 1)1 (Ho,O) 1(0, 1J (1,1)1 (H,O) 1(g, 1)

TJ TJ
B .. Y B .y
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subject to the equivalenee relation indieated by

~
AvB lXVY

1
(Ho,O) 1(0,1) (0,1)

B )y

~

~
AVB )o'\VY

(1,1)1 (H, 0) 1Cg, 1)

B )y

~

where G is a track of the form (G I, - (il' ). G 2 ). Then we ean define eomposition in Hotwist(TK)
by the horizontal eomposition of such diagrams.

Proposition 3.1 Let TK be a track eategory with quotient eategory C and eompatible with
sums. Then there is a weil defined funetor

P
Hotwist(TK) ---..-) Twist(C)

whieh is the identity on objects and is fuH.

Proof: Given a morphism (~, 1], Ho, H) : f -+ g of Hotwist(TK) we get via p a weIl defined
morphism (~l PT!) : I -+ g of Twist (C); this defines p. Also p is fuH: given (~l T!) in Twist (C) we

ean choose tracks Ho E T(OAY, (Ol l)l), H E T(Tjl, (9, 1){) and we have p({, Ti, HOl H) = (€ ,1]). 0

This is a generalisation of (3.2); there is an inclusion L of Hopair(TK) into Hotwist(TK) with
L{C 1], H} = {iyC 1], 0, iyH}, and the following diagram commutes:

HOp~rTK)
p .. Pair)

(3.8)

p
Hotwist(TK) .. Twist(C)

\Ve show now that this map L is a map of linear extensions of categories.

Definition 3.9 Compare [1, 4 l 5]. Suppose D is a natural system on a eategory C.
A linear extension of C by D

+D :>>------)0-) K p ,. C

consists of a category K with the same objects as C, a functor p : K -+ C whieh is the identity
on objects and is fuH, and for each morphism f of C a transitive effeetive action + of D(f) on
p-1 (f) satisfying the linear distributivity law

(gO + b)(/o + a) = 9010 + g.a + I· b

A linear track extension of C by D

+D ;;>------.) T ======:::= K p ,. C

consists of a track eategory TK whose quotient category is C, and for eaeh morphism f of K an
isomorphism of groups

er! : D(pf) ~ T(/, I)
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such the natural system respects the compositions in TK:

g.(J'j(a) =

O"g(b) . I

H+O"J(a) =

O"gJ((pg)$a)

O"gj ((pI)"' b)

O"h(a) + H for H E T(f, h)

Any fibration category or cofibration category [1] gives rise to such linear track extensions; com
pare (4.4).

In [3] it is shown that the category of homotopy pairs associated to a linear track extension
TK yields a linear extension of categories

(3.10) + Pn# ::=>---.-.. Hopair(TK) --~.~ Pair(C)

This extends to the category Hotwist(TK) as folIows.

Proposition 3.11 Let D be a natural system on C which is strongly compatible with sums, and
let C be the quotient category of a track category TK where the track structure is compatible
with sums as in definition 3.3. If TK is part of a linear track extension

+D >-:::---.-) T ======~: K p .. C

then (3.8) and (3.10) are part of a map of linear extensions of categories

D# :: + · HoparTK) p

· Pair)
T-

1L·1
+ Tifj:::- ... Hotwist(TK) .. Twist(C)

where fj acts by

{~,11, HOl II} + [al = {~,TJ, Ho, H + O'7]j(a)}

for a E D(p(TJ)f) as in (2.5), or equivalently by

{~,1J,Ho,H} + [b',b] = {~l1],Ho+aOAy(b'),H +O'7]j(b)}

for (b', b) E D(OAY) EB D(p(TJ)f) as in (2.9).

P roof: \Ve first show the action is well-defined. If [b' I b] = 0 we have

(b' I b) = ((0, 1) .. y, I" x + (9 I 1)" y)

for x E D(pTJ), Y E D(p~). Then

Ho + O"oAy(b')

H + O"td(b)

O"(O,l){.((O, 1) .. y) + Ho
= a(g,1)~((91 1)$Y) + H + a7]j(f"x)

= (0,1). adv) + Ho
(g, 1) . adv) + H + O"Tj(x) . J

and so by the definition of the equivalence relation in (3.6) we have

(3.12) {~,TJ, HOl H} + [b', b] = {~,1Jl HOl H}

as required. Conversely the same argument in reverse shows that if (3.12) holds then [b' I b] = 0;
thus the action is effective.
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For transitivity consider morphisms

{~,1], Ho, H}, {e, r/, H~, H' } : 1~ 9

in Hotwist(TK) with (~, p1]) = (pe, p1]'). Choose Cl E T(~, eL C 2 E T(1]', 1]) and then we have

{ C' I H" H"}
" , 1] 1 0 I

where now HOl H" are the composite tracks shown in (3.6). Now define (b', b) E D(OAY)tBD(p(1])J)
by

so that

as required. 0

Two linear track extensions TK are termed equivalent if they are objects in the same connected
component of the category Track(C, D), where morphisms Tl( --t T'K' in this category are given
by groupoid-enriched functors which commute with the isomorphisms uf,f and the functors p.
Two linear extensions K, K ' are termed equivalent if there is an isomorphism K ~ K' which
respects the actions of D and induces the identity on C. \Vriting M 2(C, D) and ;\;f3(C, D) for set
of equivalence classes of linear extensions and of linear track extensions respectively, we have

Theorem 3.13 There are natural bijections

Hn(C, D)

for n = 2,3.

Proof: See (4, 5]. The 2-cocycle ~ corresponding to a linear extension K measures the nOll

functoriality of the function C --+ K, 1 H 1, and takes (I, g) E Ner(Cb to ~j,g E D(lg) given
by

19 = 1'9 + !J.f,g

fgh

in K. The 3-cocycle corresponding to a linear track extension TK measures the non-associativity
of lifting composites from C to TK; it takes (/,9, h) E Ner(C)3 to a E D(lgh) where Ufgh(a) is
given by tracks as in the following diagram

~ 9h

~
~--- . +---g-- .....---

~
(3.14)

in TK. 0
jgh

\Ve now have the following crucial application of the natural transformation Asum of theo
rem 2.10. This was our original motivation for the study of this transformation.

Theorem 3.15 The map

3 Asum .....
H (C, D) -------..... H2 (Twist(C), D)

in (2.11) takes the dass of the Iinear track extension TK to the class of the corresponding linear
extension Hotwist(TK) of proposi tion 3.11.
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Proof: The cocyde ~ E H 2(Twist(C),.8) corresponding to Hotwist(TK) is defined as folIows.
For rnorphisrns ((,11), ((', 11') and.$(',l]l7l) of Twist(C) as in (2.6) we choose corresponding lifts

({, 11, Ho, H), ({', Tf, HOl H' ) and (~e,l7l7', HQ', H") in Hotwist(TK). Then ~((~,1]), ((',77')) = [b', b]
where u1111'h (b) is a cornposi te of tracks giyen by the surn of the following diagrams.

~~,

~ ~~I
XO V Yo Xl V}l'l ... X2 ...\'0 V Yo E X2

(h,l)1
-(H,O) J -H'

lh (h,l)1 H"

lh; (h,l)

Ti ~ .,
Yl ...

11
Y2 Yo ... Y2-,

~
1111

1111

and UOXoY:I (bi) similarly. However adding the diagonals (17ft, 1]), 17'h and~ before choosing
the tracks we see that u(b) can also be described by diagrams

. ...
-I

1111

Thus b is an element which represents

c((fo,l),~, () - c(l7, (ft 1 1),(') + C(l7,l7', 12)

for C E H 3 (C, D) the cohomology dass of the linear track extension TK , a.s described in (3.14).
Together wi th the correspond ing statement for b' this shows Aaum (c) = ~ as required. 0

4 Universal Toda brackets and twisted maps
between cofibres

Let Top· be the track category in example 3.1, with quotient category Top·/~. \Ve consider
the cofibre functor

(4.1) Hotwist(Top"') __C_+-)o Top· / ~

which~arries an object f ofHotwist(Top"') (,0 the mappingcone (or homotopycofibre) C(f) of T
Here f : A --t B E Top~ represents the homotopy dass f : A --t B E Top· / ~, and the mapping
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cone of f is the pushou t

A---~)o CA

11 1~j
B--~~ C(f)

where CA = IA/i1A is the cone on A.
Suppose {~,1], Ho, H} : f -+ 9 is a morphism of Hotwist(Top*) and let H 1 be the hornotopy

x 0 .y

91
H 1

1i
9

ig
}'" , C(g)

given by 1rg : CX -+ C(g). Then we define F = C(~, 1], HOl H)

C(f) __F~.. C(g)

to be the map with Fif = ig1] and with F1rf given by the following surn of the hornotopies H,
Ho, H 1 :

-----... y

(H:; 0): 1i9

---...... C(g)

0

A ~ XV}'"

(4.2)
11

H I
; (g, 1)

1] !
B )0 Y

Such a rnap F : C(f) -+ C(g) is terrned a twisted map in [1].

P roposition 4.3 The cofibre functor in (4.1) is well-defined.

Proof: Certainly F1rf defines a map CA -+ C(g) with (F1ri)i = i g1]l = (Fif)l, and so F is a
map frorn the pushout C(J) to C(g). Now suppose F' = C(~ 11]', HG, Hf) and we have G II G 2 as
in (3.6) so that

Then the contributions of Cl to Hf and -HG in P'1rj cancel , giving

F' 1rf = F1rf + igG21
\Ve therefore have a homotopy F' :::: F given by

F1r - VA G2
I C(J) q •• CA V AlB f • C (g )

where CA VAlBis the pushout of i l l : A -+ I B along i : A -+ CA and q is induced by the
quotient ICA -+ CA. 0
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Our main example of a linear track extension is the following. Let Top~ be a fult subcategory
of the category Top· of pointed topological spaces such that alt objects of TaPE are suspensions.
Let Top~/ := be the homotopy category of TaPE and let T be the track structure on TaPE given
as ~n example 3.1 by

T(j,g) = [IX,YJ(J,g)

for I, 9 : X ~ Y. Then there is a natural system Dr:, on TOPE/ := such that TaPE is part of a
linear track extension

(4.4) +DE :::>---~)o T =======: Topi:

The natural system DE on TOPE/ ~ is defined by the homotopy groups

Dy;(J) = [EX, Y]

for f : X --+ Y l with the homomorphisms g", : D(J) --+ D(gJ) given by a l-7 ga as in example 2.4.
The homomorphisms f'" : D(g) --+ D(gf) are more complicated to define. See section 3 of [3] for
details.

The cohomology class represented by (4.4) via theorem 3.13 is the universal Toda brocket

TE E H3(Topi:/~, Dy;)

which depends only on the homotopy category TOPE/ :=.
Now let XE be a dass of maps in TOPE/ ~, and let Twist(XE) and Hotwist(XE) be the full

subcategories of Twist(ToPE/ ~) and Hotwist(ToPE) respectively whose objects are in XE. Then
by proposition 4.4, definition 3.4 and proposition 3.11 we have a linear extension of categories

(4.5)

I:

From theorem 3.15 we have the following result which shows that this extension is determined by
the universal Toda bracket.

Theorem 4.6 The universal Toda bracket TE determines the cohomology dass

(Hotwist("YE)) E H 2(Twist(XE), DE)

corresponding to the linear extension of categories (4.5). In fact this dass is a restriction of

>'sum (TE)'

The cofibre functor C in (4.1) is compatible with the linear extension (4.5) above in the
foltowing sense. Let C(XE) be the fuH subcategory of Top'" / ~ whose objects arise as mapping
cones C(f) of maps fEXE.

Theorem 4.7 Let a ;::: 3 and suppose XE is a dass of maps h : A --+ B between suspensions
A = :EA', B = EB' of CW complexes A', B' such that A is (a - l)-connected, B is simply
connected, dim(A) :::; 2a - 1 and dim(B) :::; a - 1. Then there is a map of linear extensions of
categories

where C aB in (4.1) is full, and T is a surjeetive natural transformation. If dim(A) :::; 2a - 2 for aH
h : A --+ B E .1'E then C and T are isomorphisms.

14



Note that this is a significant improvement of the corresponding·theorem for homotopy pairs in [3],
which assumes higher connectivity for B.

As in theorem 4.6 we also have:

Corollary 4.8 Suppose XE is given as in theorem 4.7. Then the homotopy category C(~l'E) IS

determined by the universal Toda bracket TE. Timt is, the cohomology dass

is the image under T. of the restrietion of Asum (TE) to Twist(XE).

Proof of Theorem 4.7: The assumptions on XE show that C(.l'E) =TWIST(.l'E) where the
right-hand side is defined in [1, V.3.14]. Hence the result follows from (V.7 .17 ,18) in [1], where
also an explicit description of r / I is given when dim(A) =2a - 1. 0

As an applicahon of theorem 4.7 we consider tbe following category of CW-spaces with only
two non-trivial homology groups. Let 2 :$ b :$ a and let H(b, a + 1) be tbe fuH homotopy category
of aH simply-connected C\V-spaces with bomology groups in degree band a + 1, that is

It is weil known that X is the mapping cone of a map h : M(A, a) -t M(B , b) between Moore
spaces and it is an old problem of algebraic topology to determine the category H (b, a + 1) by use
of such attaching maps h; compare [6]. The next result yields such a dassification of H(b, a + 1).

Theorem 4.9 Let 2 :$ b < a - 1 and let X~,a be the dass of aH homotopy classes

A1(A , a) __h----..lI M(B , b)

where A and Bare abelian groups. Then there is a linear extension of categories

[jE >::--+----+-)' Hotwist(,l·~,a) --__li"... Twist(.l'~,a)

!~
C(~l'~,a)

!~
H(b,a+ 1)

where tbe vertieal arrows are equivalences of categories. As in 4.8 tbe cohomology dass of the
extension is determined by the universal Toda bracket TE.

\Ve point out that for b 2: 3 the category Twist(X~,a) in theorem 4.9 coineides with Pair(.l'~,a)

and that in this ease the theorem is also treated in [3]. For b = 2 however one has to use twisted
maps to describe H(b, a + 1). Theorem 4.9 implies the foHowing result on the classifieation of
homotopy types with two homology groups.

Corollary 4.10 Let 2 ::; b < a - 1. For b 2: 3 the isomorphism types in Pair(.1'~,a) are in 1-1
correspondence with the homotopy types in H(b, a + 1). For b ~ 2 the isomorphism types in
Twist( .l'~'a) are in 1-1 correspondence wi th the homotopy types in H (b 1 a + 1).

The ease b ~ 3 of the eorollary is an old result of Brown-Copeland (6).
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5 Universal Toda brackets and twisted maps
between fibres

This section is dual to section 4. Let cop be the opposite category of a category C. This construc
tion is the basis of duality in category theory; for example sums in cop are just products in C.
This leads to the following dual notion of the category Twist(-) in 2.2.

Let C be a category with finite products, that is, with binary products A x Band a terminal
object *. Suppose that * is also an initial object. \Ve define the category Twist'(C) by the dual
of definition 2.2.

(5.1) Twist'(C) (Twist( COP) )oP

Thus a morphism (~, 17) : f --+ 9 of Twist' (C) is giyen by commutative diagrams

~A----....... X A

(l,n! !g (l,Ol!~
AxB---~JY AxB ~y

Q ry

in C.
Dualising definitions 1.1 and 2.3 we have the nation of a natural system which is strangly eom

patible with products. Such a natural system D on C induees a natural system fy on Twist'(C)
by the dual of (2.5). Then theorem 2.10 becomes

Theorem 5.2 Suppose D is a natural system on C which is strongly compatible with praduets.
Then there is a well-defined natural transformation

Aprod ~
H n +1 (C, D) -- J Hn(Twist'(C), D')

The dual of addendum 2.15 says also that Afactors through Aprod; the praofs require normalisation
with respect to products as in theorem A.ll in the appendix.

We have the nation of the opposite of a track eategory, and we say a track eategory TK is
compatible with products if TKop is eompatible with sums as in definition 3.3. Then similarly
to 5.1 we define

Hotwist' (TK) (Hotwist(TKoP)) op

for TK compatible with products. For TK a linear track extension of C, Hotwist'(TK) is a
linear extension of Twist' (C) clually to proposition 3.11, and Aprod takes the cohomology dass
representing TK to that representing Hotwist'(TK) by the dual of theorem 3.15.

In this Sectiorl we consider the track eategory Top· and the fibre functor

(5.3) P
Hotwist'(Top·) ---•• Top· / ~

whieh earries an object f of Hotwist'(Top·) to the fibre (ar homotopy fibre) P(f) of Twhere
again 1 represents the homotopy dass f. For this reeall that P(f) is construeted dually to C(J)
in section 4 using the duality of J-categories and P-categories in [1].

\Ve obtain the dual of the linear track extension (4.4) as folIows. Let TOPn be a full subcategory
of the category Top· of pointed topologieal spaces such t~at a11 objects of TOPa are loop spaces.
Let Top;j ~ be the homotopy category of TOPn and let T be the track structure on TOPn given
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as in example 3.1. Then there is a natural system Dn on TOPoi == such that TOPn is part of a
linear track extension

(5.4) +Dn :;:.>---~... T ======::: Topo P .... TOPoi ==

The natural system Do on TOPoi == is defined by the homotopy groups

Dn(f) = [X,OY]

for f : X ~ Y I with the homomorphisms f· : D(g) ~ D(gJ) given by a 1-7 af. The homomor
phisms g. : D(J) ~ D(gf) are more eomplieated to define; see section 3 of [3] for details. We
point out that Dn does not eoincide with DE in (4.4).

The cohomology dass represented by (5.4) via theorem 3.13 is the universal Toda bracket

Tn E H 3 (ToPnl ==, Dn)

whieh depends ooly on the homotopy eategory TOPoi ==.
Now let Xn be a dass of maps in TOPoi ==, and let Twist' (Xn) and Hotwist' (Xn) be the

fulI subeategories of Twist' (ToPrd ==) and Hotwist' (Topo) respectively whose objeets are in Xn.
Then we have the linear extension

(5.5) Dh ;,>-+-----..)1 Hotwist'(Xn) P .. Twist' (...t'n)

which is dual to (4.5). As a dual of theorem 4.6 we get

Theorem 5.6 The universal Toda bracket Tn determines the eohomology dass

(Hotwist' (.-1'n) ) E H 2 (Twist' (,-1'0), B~)

eorresponding to the linear extension of eategories (5.5). In fact this dass is a restriction of
'\prod(Tn).

The fibre funetor P in (5.3) is eompatible with the linear extension (5.5) above in the following
sense. Let P(.l'n) be the full subcategory of Top· 1== whose objects arise aB homotopy fibres P(f)
of maps fE Xn.

Theorem 5.7 Let a ~ 3 and suppose Xn is a dass of maps h : B ~ A between loop spaces
A = OA', B = OB' of C\V complexes A', B' such that A is (a - l)-eonnected, B ia simply
eonnected, 7T'j(A) = 0 for i ~ 2a -1 and 7T'j(B) = 0 for i 2: a - 1. Then there is an isomorphism of
linear extensions of eategories

D~ ;,>---+-~... Hotwist'(Xn) -----lI........ Twist'(Xn )

Tl~ ~lp
+rlI >-;,----.... P(Xo) -------.... Twist'(Xn )

where P is defined by (5.3).

Proof: This is a consequence of [l, V.10.19] and the exaet sequence 3.3 in [2]' Details of the
proof are somewhat sophisticated but are based on the material in section V.10 of [1]. 0

Corollary 5.8 Suppose Xo is given as in theorem 5.7. Then the homotopy eategory P(.l·o) 1S

determined by the universal Toda bracket To. That is, the cohomology dass

(P(Xn)) E H 2 (Twist' (.1'0), r / I)

is the image under r. of the restriction of '\prod (Tn ) to Twist' (Xn).
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A Appendix

Sum normalised cohomology of categories

Let C be a (smalI) category. Since we will always want to have explicit strueture maps for sums
in C, we make the following definition.

Definition A.l The category Surn(C) of finite surn diagrams in C is the category with objects
aB pairs (X,i) with i = (i 1, ... 1 i r ) an r-tuple of morphisms ik : Xk ~ X which gives X the
structure of a sum in C, Morphisms f : (X, i) ~ (Y, j) in Sum(C) are just morphisms f : X ~ Y
in C,

The forgetful funetor

1;
Sum(C) -----+-~C

given by (X, i) ~ X, f ~ f, is an equivalence of categories; an inverse to 1; is given by the
functor 7j; which carries X to the trivial sum diagram (X, Ix). \Ve therefore have an isomorphism
of cohomology graups

(A.2)

Dually one can define the category Product(C) of all finite product diagrams (X, p) in C; the
defining property for products is that post-composing with the morphisma Pk : X ~ X k induces
natural bijections of horn-sets

All the definitions and results for sums in this section will have dual formulations for products,
with dual proofs,

Definition A.3 A cochain cE pn(Sum(C), 1;'" D) is said to respect the sum diagrams of C if

(AA) = ( . (k) (k))
C 0'1,.,., O'm-I, O'm1m,k, O'm+I"'" O'n for 1 :5 k :5 r

for each 0 :5 m :5 n and whenever 0' = (0'1" ." O'n) E Ner(Surn(C))n is such that each O'j is a surn
- Vr (k) i" "h - h h f' V" - \ r- v(J'j - k;IO'j lor J > m, or III t e case m - nt at t e source 0 O'n IS a surn ..<\.n - Vk;l..<\.n,k.

If m = 0 then (AA) is supposed to mean i~,kC(O') = iO,k",C(O'~k), ., " O'~k)).

(1) (1)

(Xm,I,l)
O'm+I O'n

(Xn ,l,l)... ...

/ (x) (k)
(A.5)

(..lo, io) "
0'1 O'm

(Xm , im) -+- im,k- (Xm,k, 1)
O'm+l O'n

(Xn,k, 1).. , ... ... (

~ (r) (r)

, (Xm,r, 1)
O'm+l O'n

(Xo,r, 1)• ...

The colleetion of cochains on Sum(C) which respect the surn diagrams is written FlI"'um(C, D).

Für a simplex 0' as abüve we will write O'im,k and (0', im,k) for the simplices

O'lm,k =

of dimension n and n + 1 respectively, \Ve write equations (AA) as i~,kc(O') = C(O'im,kL or

i~,kc(O') = iO,k",C(O'(k)) when m = O.

18



Lemma A.6 F!j"um (C, D) is a sub-cochain cornplex of F"(Surn(C), 4>" D).

Proof: Given cE Fn-l respecting surn diagrarns we must show 6c respects surn diagrarns also.
Suppose er E Ner(Surn(C))n as in (A.5L with m 1= 0, n. Then i~,k(6c)(er) is given by

(A.7)

Thus (A.7) becornes

n-l

erl*c(do(erim,k)) + L(-l)ic(dderim,k)) + (-l)"er~)* c(dn(erim,k))
i=l

which is (6c)(erim,k) as required. The proofs for the special cases m =0 and m =n are similar. 0

Thus we can define the cohomology groups of C with respect to the surn diagrarns by

(A.8)

The rnain result of this section is the foUowing norrnalisation theorem.

Theorem A.9 If D is cornpatible with surn diagrarns then there is a natural isomorphisrn

Proof: We show that the indusion of cochain complexes

induces an isornorphism of cohomology groups

Then applying the isornorphism (A.2) we get the theorem.
We define for each (n + l)-cochain c on Sum(C) an n-cochain 'Yc such that c + 6'Yc respects

sums if 6c does. Let er E Ner(Sum(C))n. If the source (Xn , i) is a trivial surn diagram then we
put "Yc(er) = 0; otherwise there is aleast m such timt er has the form of (A.5) and we define 'Yc(er)
by

n n

i~,k'Yc(er) = L(-l)tc(erl'"'' (J'r, it,k, (J'};I, ... ,(J'~k)) = L(-l)tc(O', it,k)
t=m t=m

for 1 ~ k ~ r. This is well-defined since i~ is an isomorphism. The source of ((J', it.k) is the trivial
sum diagram on Xn,k, so "Yc (dj (0', it,k)) =0 unless j = t =n, and hence

n

(8"Yc)((J',in ,k) = (-l)n+li~,k'Yc((J') = L(-l)"+t+lc(O', it,k)
t=m

Putting c' = c + 6'Yc we thus have

(A.I0)
n

L (-1) t Cf ( (J', i t ,k) = 0
t=m
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r

For u E Ner(C)o+l and m minimal such that Ut = Vu}k) fo.r m < t =5 n+ 1 we assume inductively
k=1

= c' (uit"d for m ~ t < s

whieh holds trivially for s = Tn. Assuming also that c' is normalised with respect ta identities
we have c'(u, it,k) = 0 for m ~ t < s in (A.I0). Together with dt+l (u, it,k) = dt+l (u, it+1,k) this
implies

0+1

L(-l)t(e5c')(u, it ,k) = cf(ui~,k) - i~+I,kC/(U)
t=J

But this is zero if e5e' is normalised with respect to sums and identities. 0

Dually we ean consider the eohomology of the eategory Product(C) of finite product diagrams
(X, (PI, ... ,Pr)) in C:

HO(Produet(C),i,D· D) = HO(P-(Produet(C),Q'J- D),e5)

The natural system D is eompatible with products if the homomorphisms

are always isomorphisms aod a coehain c E P-(Produet(C), fjJ- D) is eompatible with produets if
the equations

Po,k_C(U) = C(Pm,kU) (1 ~ k =5 r)

hold whenever appropriate. Considering only those eoehains eompatible with produets we have a
sub-eochain complex

F;rod(C, D) ~ P-(Product(C), Q'J- D)

by the dual of lemma A.6. The dual of theorem A.9 is the following.

Theorem A.l1 If D is eompatible with product diagrams then there is a natural isomorphism

The natural transformation Asum

Given the normalisation theorem A.9 above we are now able to prove theorem 2.10 and its
addendum 2.15.

Proof of Theorem 2.10: RecaII that the homomorphism

+1 ,,\sum -.
po (C, D) -----. po (Twist(C), D)

is defined by
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a~
I

=
Gi =

=

for u E Ner(Twist(C))n given by (~i, TU): Ii ~ li-I, Ij: Xj ~ Yi, and where

{

((lo,IL~l"",~n-l,~n) i=O
Ai U = (1]I"","'j,(!j,l),~i+l""'~n-l,';n) l~i::;n-l

(1]1, ... ,ryn,!n) l =n

and Aiu similarly, replacing the fi by 0 : Xi ~ }';.
\Ve show that Asum is a degree -1 cochain map and hence induces a well-defined map of

cohomology groups; that is, we prove

(A.12) eSAsum + AsumO = 0

The following relations between the functions Ai and the simplicial face maps di are eiear:

diAiO' = diAi-lU,

dj Ai u = Aj _ 1dj U, j < i

dj Aj U = Ai dj _ 1u, i + 1 < j ::; n

Thus on expanding the left-hand side of (A.12) by the definitions of Asum and eS most terms will
cancel, leaving (eSAlIum + AlIumeS)(Cn) = [b', b] where

n-l
b' = (O,1) ..cndoA~U-O~cndn+1A~U+ L(-l)n+j~~(Q'ICnA~dnu-cndn+IA~U)

i=O

n-l
b = (fo,l) .. cndoAou - !~Cndn+lAno- + L(-l)"+j€~(Q'ICnAjdnU - Cndn+IAjU)

i=O

Since doAo U = dOAo U and dn+1An U = dn+l).~ U the first two terms of b' and of b together are zero
in the quotient D(I U 1). Consider the elements

0'1 CnA~dnU - cndn+1A~U

O'lCn(1]l, ... , 1]i, (O,lL€i+l'" "~n-2,€n-d - Cn (111,"" 1]i, (O,1),~i+l"" ,€n-2,€n-l)

Q'lCnAjdnu - Cndn+1AjU

0' 1Cn (1]1 , ... , 1]i 1(li, 1), ~i+1, ... ,~n- 2' ~n - d - Cn(1]1 , ... , 1]i, (li, 1L ~i+1, ... , ~n - 2' ~n - 1)

Assuming Cn respects sums we have ix,,_ ,(aD = 0 and so

~~(aD = €~(O,lriy,,_,(a~) = 0

Also iX"_
1
(ad = 0 and so €~(ad E (10, l) .. D(~l .. '~n-l€nh by lemma 2.7. Thus [b', b] = 0

and (A.12) holds. 0

Proof of Addendum 2.15: Let U = (Ul,'" 1Un ) be an n-simplex of Ner(Pair(C)) with Uk =
(Ck,1]k) : fk ~ !k-l for 1 :::; k ~ n. Then L.. o- E Ner(Twist(C)) is given by

LUk = (€k,1]k) = (ix",_,Ü,1]k)

and we have ~k = (k V']k : X k V Yk --+ Xk-l V Yk-l. Therefore

Cn+l(Ai L.. o-) Cn+l(1]I, ... 11]j, (li, lL~i+I"'" ~n-l,';n)

= iX,.Cn+l(1]l, ... ,ryj,(li,I),(i+l V1]i+l1···,(n V"n)

= Cn+l (1]1, ... , 1]i, li, eH1, ... , (n)

since we can assume Cn+l respects sums. Assuming also it is normalised with res~ect to zero maps
we have Cn+l(.\~L .. U) = O. Thus

().sumCn+l )(L .. U) = [0. t(-l)'cn+. ('11, ... , 'I" f" (,+1, ...• (n)]
1=0

and T" L.. Asum is just A as defined in [3] as required. 0
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